GOVERNOR CAMERONIAN
GUEST OF KLAMATH FALLS

Addressed Large Crowd in Court House Park--Advocates More Publicity

STATE HELP FOR ROAD TO CRATER LAKE

Will Appoint Commission to Devise Ways and Means for Building Road--Counties Should Lev. Special Tax and State Make Appropriation If Feasible

GOVERNOR GEO. CAMERONIAN.

Gov. Geo. Cameronian, during his recent official visit to the Northwest, is on his way back to the capital with a recommendation that the state provide money for the construction of a roadway from Medford to Crater Lake. The governor, in his speech at the state fair, expressed the belief that a highway from Medford to Crater Lake would be a benefit to the state.

The state highway department has been working on the project for some time, and has made a preliminary survey of the proposed route. The survey shows that the highway would be about 60 miles long, and would cost approximately $2,000,000.

The governor believes that the highway would be a great benefit to the state, as it would provide a direct route from the coast to Crater Lake, and would make it easier for tourists to visit the lake.
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